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Note: Answer all questions of Part -A and answer any five questions from Part-B.

PART - A (25 Marks)

1.
A = [~ ~J. determine e"'.

2. Define State

3. Define Observability ::.-

4. yes) 1
U(s) = S3 + 2S2 + 2s + 1 ' determine controllable companion form.

5. Define Subharmonics

6. Define singular point

7. Determine sign definiteness of the following scalar functions.

(a) Vex)= X12+ xl- X34

(b) Vex) = (X1+ X2)2+ xl

(c) Vex) = x? + X24+ X36

8.

9.

Define stability in the sense of Liapunov

Define "admissible control"

10. Define Variation

PART- B (5x10=50Marks)

11. Given the state equations of a linear system as

dx(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
dt . ~..-

with u(t) = u(KT) =constanffor KT s t < (K+1)T.

The system is discret~esulting in the following discrete data state equation.
Determine data state equation

x[(K+1)T]=<1>(T) x(KT) + 8 (T)u(KT)

~~ 'f'Q..- <1>(T) & 8(T)

for A =[~1 -~] B=[~] .
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12.(a) State and prove necessary condition for pole placement.
(b) A discrete data control system is described by the following equation

x(K+1) = A x(K) + B u(K)
(K) = D x(K)

A = l
ro 1

]-1 -2 B ~ [~]

Determine its controllability

13.(a) Explain the common physical non linearities.
(b) Explain delta method for construction of phase trajections.

14. Explain variable gradient method ~nd write steps to find out stability.

15.(a) Determine the variation of the functional

If

T(x) = f[x2(t) + 2x(t)]dt
t. .0

(b) State: and ptove fundamen1anhecrem of calculus of variations.

16. A feed back system has closed loop transfer function construct three
different state models.. I

C(s) 10(s+4)

U(s) = s(s + 1)(s+ 3)

17. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Hamiltonian method
(b) Isocline method
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